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October 14, 2014 !
Arthur A. Elkins, Jr.  
Inspector General  
Environmental Protection Agency  
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. (2410T)  
Washington D.C. 20460 !
By Facsimile: 202-566-2549 !
Dear Inspector Elkins: !
 Given evidence from the public record and other documentary evidence obtained under 
the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), and cited herein, the Free Market Environmental Law 
Clinic (FMELC) and the Energy & Environment Legal Institute (E&E Legal) respectfully 
request that you investigate whether the Sierra Club (“Sierra”) and the Natural Resources 
Defense Council (“NRDC”) were granted or exercised improper roles in developing, or 
improperly influenced, EPA’s New Source Performance Standards (“NSPS”) and other rules 
relating to EPA regulation of greenhouse gases (GHGs).   !
 We are particularly concerned that this influence was granted or exerted in order to 
achieve shared political/ideological objectives, including but not limited to damaging a 
politically disfavored industry, and to benefit another.  Targeted industry includes coal and 
electric utilities that burn coal to, as the president repeatedly vowed, “finally make [renewable] 
energy profitable”.  EPA’s GHG regulations threaten to do just that with no expectation of a 
detectable impact on the nominal objective of impacting climate (or climate change), according 
to any computer model projection and as EPA has since admitted.   Given the high costs of these 1

regulations and the related, various vows and admissions, we believe that, as EPA’s statutorily 
charged watchdog, the Inspector General’s Office must take careful notice of numerous facts in 
the public record, investigate further, and provide a formal response.  !

We note and follow a similar request made, on far less evidence than we present, by 
Citizens for Responsible Ethics in Washington (‘CREW’), on May 22, 2014.  CREW requested 
that your office “investigate whether the Carlyle Group (‘Carlyle’) and Delta Air Lines (‘Delta’) 
improperly influenced the Renewable Fuel Standards (‘RFS') proposed by the Environmental 
Protection Agency (‘EPA’) in November 2013 to financially benefit oil refineries the companies 
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own.”   The present case is far more open and shut than those allegations; indeed, this request is 2

based not only on information in media reports, as was CREW’s, but on substantial 
documentation obtained under FOIA requests, while CREW sought supporting information 
under FOIA after requesting an OIG inquiry. !

The New York Times has released information demonstrating that one pressure group, 
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), EPA’s framework for its GHG regulations ; this 3

past weekend the Time revealed information that has subsequently emerged adding support to 
the paper’s original reporting.   Information obtained by the undersigned requesters, in response 4

to an FOIA request seeking records relating to Sierra Club, as well as others obtained under 
FOIA by the Competitive Enterprise Institute, show that that group improperly guided the actual 
standard EPA ultimately proposed under this framework. !

As CREW noted, “these kinds of reports undermine confidence that the EPA is making 
decisions in the best interest of the public at large.”   We agree, and seek inquiry into troubling 5

evidence that this far more economically significant series of proposed rules  were unlawfully 6

developed with improper influence from certain special interests and their lobbyists. !
Once EPA pursued NRDC’s framework, Sierra Club’s role influencing these regulations 

was not only improper on its face but also came, inherently, at the expense of other stakeholders 
and the general public and with the active and intentional assistance of EPA officials intimately 
involved in the rule making processes. !

As NRDC noted in another, earlier context, documentation of meetings involving non-
regulatory executive activity demonstrated such “extensive access”, “key involvement” and 
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“influence”  as to suggest outside parties wrote a (again, non-regulatory) “report”  and indeed 7 8

delegitimized governmental actions.  The instant request documents much more than that 
complained of in NRDC’s analogous circumstance, critically involving actual regulatory actions 
taken at the behest of NRDC and guided by Sierra Club, rising on their face to the touted 
“extensive access”, “key involvement” and “influence”. !

The evidence is compelling, and such that EPA denials are not on their face sufficient. !
Since 2010 the EPA has put forth a series of regulations concerning carbon dioxide and 

other greenhouse gases  with the stated goal of mitigating climate change.  The rules, while 9

consistent with then-candidate Barack Obama’s vow to “bankrupt” politically disfavored 
industry and later, serial pledges that these rules are needed to “finally make [renewable energy] 
profitable”, are both technologically and economically unsound  and rely on non-public 10

scientific data and analysis.  This is particularly noteworthy given the criticisms of EPA 
standards for and practices in assessing such data, including by your office.    11

!
To these existing concerns we add information obtained using FOIA, and request a 

review ensuring the process by which these regulations were formulated was free of undue 
influence from special interest groups.   !

The improper process flows in part from bias built into the EPA staff developing these 
rules, so pronounced as to exhibit the improper “unalterably closed mind” for decisonmakers 
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demonstrating prejudgment in rule making.   The evidence reflects an Agency culture rife with 12

bias, e.g., in which senior staff speak of anti-coal regulations as “Another step closer,”  13

celebrate aggressive public campaigns by aligned green groups,  and dismissively receive 14

studies inconsistent with their agenda with sneers about the “bogus claim season” and “pls add 
this to the industry study pile.”    15

!
This bias is compounded by the conflicts of interest and the appearance thereof  in 16

violation of Executive Order 12674  dogging many senior EPA staff involved in producing these 17

rules and who, the evidence also shows, once they were in-house at EPA worked collusively with 
former green-group colleagues in doing so,  as did a group of sympathetic senior aides 18

materially involved in developing these rules, across numerous offices, as we have shown.    !
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  FOIA has allowed us and others to document collusion on a shared agenda with outside 
lobbyists.  The stated objective of Sierra Club’s “Beyond Coal” campaign is “to prevent new 
coal plants from being built,” to “Retire one-third of the nation’s more than 500 coal plants by 
2020,” and to “Keep coal in the ground.”   We know that President Obama expressed a similar 19

goal, only to walk it back publicly through EPA officials after it became politically problematic.  
Since then, top EPA officials insist that EPA’s rules do not seek to reduce coal’s market share as 
do their partners at Sierra Club and NRDC; that EPA is not, like these groups, working to ensure 
no new coal plants are built; and that instead they are actually creating “a clear path forward for 
coal as a power source” contrary to these groups’ demands.  However, FOIA’d email indicates 
EPA officials share an understanding, as expressed by the leader of Sierra Club’s Beyond Coal 
campaign, that this rhetorical stance is also “pants on fire” untrue.  20

!
 Gina McCarthy’s senior aide Joe Goffman, a veteran of a dozen years with the 
Environmental Defense Fund, acted as EPA’s Air Office outreach and liaison to Sierra Club, 
acknowledging in emails that he pushed Sierra requests regarding “New Source Performance 
Standards for GHG emissions” outside of “normal channels”  (other staff also submitted 21

comments for Sierra on a rulemaking outside of the prescribed time limits and process ).  Others 22

serving as extensions of Sierra but inside the Agency included former professional NRDC 
activist Michael Goo and Alex Barron, whose close collaborative relationships with Sierra Club 
lobbyists we demonstrate and the impact of which require formal scrutiny. !
 For example, emails show that “Beyond Coal” leader and close EPA advisor John 
Coequyt was influential in ensuring that whatever EPA GHG standards emerge they must be 
sufficiently stringent that Sierra’s targeted list of plants cannot meet them.  In one email to Goo 
and Barron, Coequyt clearly laid this out: “Attached is a list of plants that the companies said 
were shelved because of uncertainty around GHG regulations.  If a standard is set that these 
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plants could meet, there is not a small chance that the company could decide to revive the 
proposal.”    23

!
 Additionally, he persisted in these efforts, constantly bringing up the “score” to EPA 
officials.   Importantly, EPA took notice, with Goo and Barron corresponding in response  and 24 25

their administrative assistants printing out Coequyt’s list, apparently to present them in EPA’s 
briefing materials for formulating their particular standards.  26

!
Furthering the appearance that several EPA officials intimately involved in these rule 

makings served as extensions of Sierra Club in performing their official duties.  Coequyt 
requested Goo or Barron to attend specific meetings with other top EPA officials, sometimes 
apparently because Coequyt could not do so himself.  A reasonable person might surmise that 
this is to ensure it was properly staffed from Sierra’s perspective.  27

!
Regardless of requesters’ views on whether these GHG standards are properly set, our 

legitimate concern is that special interests with both a financial stake in them and powerful 
political connections improperly influenced the process, e.g., specifically targeting a funding 
industry’s competitors, allowing NRDC to provide the regulatory framework from which EPA 
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began then targeting specific power plants that Sierra Club identified for EPA as those which 
must not be permitted to survive whatever standard EPA sets. !

We incorporate by reference our recent report on this issue as an appendix to this 
request (which includes copies of all emails cited to in this letter ).  This report broadly 28

documents direct and indirect evidence obtained so far of improper collaboration, even collusion 
by EPA with Sierra Club, and NRDC, and improperly biased EPA officials such that EPA’s GHG 
regulations are the product of undue influence. !

To summarize, evidence of improperly collaborative relationships between Sierra Club, 
NRDC and EPA in pursuit of a shared agenda, to the improper derogation of others’ interests and 
opportunities, is widespread. The facts suggest that the unusually close relationship between 
Sierra Club and EPA in crafting various regulations is at least in appreciable part an effort to 
advance a shared ideological agenda and one underwritten in great part by an industry also 
seeking to undermine a rival industry.  It was the use of the state to affect a “naked transfer of 
wealth” to selected businesses (including an industry which has massively underwritten Sierra’s 
efforts, which EPA then effectively brought in-house ), in violation of our prescribed regulatory 29

process grounded in the Constitution and guaranteeing equal protection and due process. !
Formal inquiry is necessary and must be informed by the acknowledged fact that all these 

regulations will have no measurable effect on their nominal target, climate change, as former 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson admitted before Congress.    30

!
Allowing such efforts to go unimpeded, and even without investigation, sanctions it and 

undermines public confidence in the EPA, also unsettling the careful balance that must exist 
between reasonably addressing legitimate environmental concerns and the potential for 
cronyism, for conflicts of interest and activism under color of law, as well as for severe financial, 
social and political consequences of regulation.   !
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President Obama promised to curb the power of special interests and stop conflicts of 
interest from influencing his administration's decision making.  Public trust in the EPA can be 
restored at least to some degree with a full and impartial investigation by your office.   !

Thank you for your prompt attention to this important matter.  If you have any questions 
please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. !
    Respectfully submitted, !

!             !  
Craig E. Richardson    Christopher C. Horner, Esq. 
Executive Director, E&E Legal  Free Market Environmental Law Clinic 
Richardson@EELegal.org    CHornerLaw@aol.com 
703.981.5553     202.262.4458
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